
SIRS SUMMARY REPORT

SubjectCourse Section Term

FW 444 1 SS21

Instructor: IAN MCCULLOUGH Score key

1=superior

Number of students enrolled: 74 2=above average

Number of replies: 58 3=average

Date generated: 5/12/2021 8:05:44 AM 4=below average

5=inferior

SIRS QUESTIONS

Q.# Question 1 2 3 4 5 Omit % Mean Std. Dev

1 The instructor's enthusiasm when presenting course 55.10% 37.90% 6.89% 0% 0% 0% 1.51 0.62

2 The instructor's interest in teaching. 59.60% 33.30% 7.01% 0% 0% 1.72% 1.47 0.62

3

The instructor's use of examples or personal experiences to 

help get points across in class. 57.80% 35.00% 7.01% 0% 0% 1.72% 1.49 0.62

4

The instructor's concern with whether the students learned 

the material. 60.30% 32.70% 3.44% 3.44% 0% 0% 1.5 0.72

5 Your interest in learning the course materials. 53.40% 39.60% 6.89% 0% 0% 0% 1.53 0.62

6 Your general attentiveness in class. 44.80% 43.10% 10.30% 1.72% 0% 0% 1.68 0.72

7 The course as an intellectual challenge. 24.10% 34.40% 36.20% 5.17% 0% 0% 2.22 0.87

8 Improvement in your competence in this area due to this 48.20% 36.20% 10.30% 5.17% 0% 0% 1.72 0.84

9 The instructor's encouragement to students to express 74.10% 22.40% 3.44% 0% 0% 0% 1.29 0.52

10 The instructor's receptiveness to new ideas and others' 70.60% 24.10% 5.17% 0% 0% 0% 1.34 0.57

11 The student's opportunity to ask questions. 70.10% 22.80% 5.26% 1.75% 0% 1.72% 1.38 0.66

12 The instructor's stimulation of class discussion. 72.40% 22.40% 3.44% 1.72% 0% 0% 1.34 0.63

13

The appropriateness of the amount of material the 

instructor attempted to cover. 53.40% 32.70% 13.70% 0% 0% 0% 1.6 0.71



14

The appropriateness of the pace at which the instructor 

attempted to cover the material. 55.10% 31.00% 13.70% 0% 0% 0% 1.58 0.72

15

The contribution of homework assignments to your 

understanding of the course materials relative to the 49.10% 29.80% 21.00% 0% 0% 1.72% 1.71 0.78

16 The appropriateness of the difficulty of assigned reading 46.40% 28.50% 23.20% 0% 1.78% 3.44% 1.82 0.9

17

The instructor's ability to relate the course concepts in a 

systematic manner. 55.10% 32.70% 10.30% 1.72% 0% 0% 1.58 0.74

18 The course organization. 58.60% 25.80% 12.00% 3.44% 0% 0% 1.6 0.82

19 The ease of taking notes on the instructor's presentation. 49.10% 35.00% 14.00% 1.75% 0% 1.72% 1.68 0.77

20 The adequacy of the outlined direction of the course. 50.80% 31.50% 15.70% 1.75% 0% 1.72% 1.68 0.79

21 Your general enjoyment of the course. 51.70% 35.70% 10.70% 1.78% 0% 3.44% 1.62 0.74

STUDENT BACKGROUND

Q.# Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

22 Was this course required in your degree program? 81.00% 18.90% 0% 1.18 0.39

23 What is your sex? 19.60% 80.30% 3.44% 1.8 0.39

24 What is your overall GPA? 1.75% 0% 5.26% 26.30% 66.60% 1.72% 4.56 0.74

25 What is your class level? 0% 7.14% 32.10% 58.90% 1.78% 3.44% 3.55 0.65

<caption>CUSTOM QUESTIONS</caption>Omit %Mean Std. Dev

CUSTOM QUESTIONS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

27 The instructor deserves an overall rating ("grade") of 87.90% 10.30% 1.72% 0% 0% 0% 1.13 0.39

28 The course deserves an overall rating ("grade") of 84.40% 13.70% 1.72% 0% 0% 0% 1.17 0.42



RESPONDERS' COMMENTS FOR FW 444 001 (SS21)

Question 26: Do you have any comments or suggestions for organizing the course?

Great course instruction, loved the use of occasional dad 

He is a phenomenal instructor!

I have no comments.

I loved how this course was organized. It was nice being 

able to work through the lecture at whatever pace I wanted 

and have a good discussion during class. Ian was a thrill to 

work with and I wish I could have taken more classes with 

I loved this class and Ian so much. I usually would have 

been dreading having to wake up at 8am to go to class but I 

was actually excited for this class every Thursday and 

learned something every class. He kept my attention for 

the whole class which is hard to do. I loved the entire set 

up of the class. Having a reading and/or video to watch and 

then questions on Tuesdays and then a meeting on 

Thursday was a great set up. Honestly, one of my favorite 

I really enjoyed this class. It was something that I really did 

not know about before this class and I was happy to look at 

conservation from different perspectives.   Also this note is 

not about the class, but I don't think it is appropriate for 

the SIRS to ask for my sex. If you would like more 

demographic info, asking for gender and providing several 

I really liked this course and I found it to really make me 

think a lot more about conservation and what that means. I 

would have liked if we switched up the groups that we met 

with each Thursday to hear some different points of view 

on the topics we discussed but besides that I found this 

class to be really enjoyable. I only wish I would have been 

I think that it would have been nice to have less discussion 

time and more focus on conservation topics.



I think this class was really well organized. The consistency 

of assignments becoming available and their due dates 

made it really easy to stay on top of stuff and avoid late 

I thoroughly enjoyed this class and learned a lot.

I would like it if there was more time for the exams 

because I was rushing to get it done

love how this class was taught

Loved this class

no

None

nope

Personally I would prefer an in person lecture instead of 

doing the lecture before class and coming to class to talk 

about it. It makes the required zoom time seem less 

important than other courses with more material given 

Professor McCullough is the best professor I have had. He is 

a great teacher who cares about his students and their 

learning experience. He designed this course perfectly, and 

did really well with the online format. I have told him on 

zoom, but will state it here too, this has been my favorite 

course this semester. One aspect I truly appreciate in this 

course is we do not have "busy work" but solely work that 

helps our learning of the subject. I would recommend this 

The organization of this class was very helpful. Having a 

consistent schedule made this class much easier on me.



The setup of the discussions and lectures was overall easy 

to follow and made the course easily accessible and 

informational. The assignments were occasionally difficult 

to follow however as instructions may be too dense or too 

lacking to develop an ease of understanding of what needs 

to be done. I've found in previous courses that allowing 

students to converse with each other and between groups 

in an editing experience can help to better standardize the 

methods in which assignments are completed and limit 

mistakes. Implementing this practice for part of a 

This class has made me feel more prepared for a career in 

conservation

This course was fantastic, and the professor did an 

excellent job setting it in the online format. I feel like this is 

the only class that I genuinely learned from this year, and I 

was inspired by the material we read.

This course was very well taught and helped me learn and 

grow so much. I loved group discussion as well as lectures 

and the project was a good way to practice what we were 

taught and what we will need to do in the future. This was 

one of the best professors I have ever had with enthusiasm 

When we would meet with the instructor he would give 

good constructive feedback, however, his written feedback 

was quite harsh. It was like he was taking out his 

frustrations through aggressive feedback comments.





Omit % Mean Std. Dev


